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SUGGESTED SUPPLIES 
Note cards (or paper) and pens. 
Discipleship Resources 

 
QUESTIONS? Email Abby: abby@highrock.org 
 

 

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS 
HOW TO USE: The three sections below (connection questions, sermon questions, and application) represent the three connections                 
we emphasize at Highrock: connecting to God’s People, connecting to God Personally, and connecting to God’s Purposes. Select at                   
least one question from each section or create questions that are more specific to your group.  
 
Questions may repeat themes to help facilitate coming at a similar topic or idea, but from a different angle. The questions are meant                       
to be a jumping off point for discussion and can be adapted to suit your group. 

 

 
CONNECTION QUESTIONS 
Choose ONE of these that fits your group, or modify it so that it will fit your group better. These can make 
great opening questions or ending questions. If you have had a really in-depth conversation, ending on a light 
note can help transition to concluding your time together on a less intense question.  

1. Weekly Check in: Use a few minutes at the beginning of your time to follow up on any action items 

shared from last week. Was there a next step or application challenge that they took on this past 

week? What did they learn about themselves and following Jesus?  

2. Set a time for one minute per person. Then go around and share your highs and lows for the week.  

a. Or: What stands out as a place, time, or person where you noticed God in your week? 

3. What stood out to you from the sermon this week? 

SERMON QUESTIONS 

Use a couple of the questions below or make up your own. You can always begin with: “Do you have any 

questions about what you heard in the sermon this week?” Or, “What stood out to you from the Pastor’s 

sermon?” 
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1. Pastor John brought up a number of important topics that will stand out differently depending on 

the person. Begin by discussing what stood out to you personally in the following questions (a. 

through e.). Then, you can move on to the more topic-specific questions below. 

a. What was life-giving to hear? Share about why that is. 

b. Was there anything surprising... new... challenging...?  

c. What questions do you have? 

d. What are some connections between the Biblical narrative and our lives today? 

e. What might God be inviting you to do/pray/consider after hearing this sermon? 

2. Sermon Reference: “This past year, global warming and climate change seemed out of control, literally 

setting the world on fire! Unprecedented fires in Australia even led to desperate animals turning to 

humans for help! Australia’s unprecedented fires were immediately followed by unprecedented fires in 

Brazil. I keep seeing and hearing that word, “unprecedented.”With each new political scandal, I keep 

hearing about something that is “unprecedented.”It’s not just politics -- Now it’s economics, too. Two 

weeks ago, we were seeing record highs in the stock market.But last week, due to uncertainty about 

the corona-virus, we saw an unprecedented stock market loss that was the biggest since the 2008 

crash. Speaking of Covid-19, let’s hope that’s not unprecedented as well!” 

a. What for you that is going on in the broader world has you feeling the most loss of control, 

anger, anxiousness? 

i. Why do you think this issue is standing out to you in particular? 

3. Sermon Reference: “Have you ever felt like control is slipping out of your fingers? When your life starts 

to feel a bit out of control, what do you do to restore a sense of order and peace? Maybe you’re 

struggling in your marriage? Maybe your business or career is in transition? Maybe your finances are 

falling apart? Maybe your children are failing to thrive and you’re not sure how to give them what they 

need? The Westermarks faced that same challenge in their video lifestory that we just saw. When I ran 

into problems like that, I turned to my own cleverness. Where do you turn? Maybe you hunker down 

and just work harder than everyone else. Maybe you rely on others to give you the help you need. 

Maybe you have the kind of money or position where you can enlist outside resources and help. Or 

maybe you just worry. Sure, worry doesn’t FIX the problem, but at least it feels like you’re doing 

SOMETHING!” 

a. What are things in your life which you do feel you have control over? What is it that makes you 

feel in control of that? 

b. Has this season felt more out of control for you than others?  

c. What is going on in this season (or past season) which has made you feel a loss of control? 

4. Sermon Reference: “In my life, I was facing each problem with a FIRST and FOREMOST mindset of 

turning to my cleverness. It’s not that I didn’t trust in God, but the HABIT of reaching first for 
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CLEVERNESS was blinding me to the ways in which my TRUST in GOD was fading. Eventually, I even 

became ANGRY at God for not blessing MY efforts to take control.” 

a. What do you notice are your go-to responses when you are feeling a lack of control? 

b. Where may you have learned or started those coping/ controlling habits when you feel a loss of 

control/ anxiety? 

5. Read the scripture passage in the Resource Section, Mark 10:17-31. Then reflect on this sermon 

reference and answer the questions below: “For the Rich Young Ruler, money was security and control, 

“Jesus doesn’t make this demand to hurt the young man. Right before making this incredible demand of 

this young man, [Mark 10:21] Jesus looked at him and loved  him. If you feel Jesus challenging you 

today, remember that it is out of this same concern. Jesus looks at YOU, and loves YOU! You MATTER to 

God. So how does the wealthy young man respond to Jesus’ love? Does he receive it as liberation, to 

finally be freed from the grip that money has on his heart?  [Mark 10:22] No, his face fell. He went 

away sad, grieved, because he had great wealth… and he couldn’t let it go. He couldn’t accept Jesus’ 

invitation. He couldn’t let go of his wealth. He couldn’t let go of control.” 

a. What stood out to you from the scripture as you read it?  

b. Why do you think money is such a common and relatable thing that we trust in?  

c. What is your reaction to the decision the rich young ruler made? Do you find yourself relating 

to him? Judging him? Feeling sorry for him? Why do you think you are having that reaction to 

his decision? 

d. How might the wealth the rich young ruler had been linked to his identity? Do you think it he 

might have thought, “but who am I without my money.” Why can those things be so difficult to 

let go of? 

e. What for you might be the thing which you hold onto for security like the rich young ruler did 

with his wealth? 

f. Considering the Sermon Reference above, how is Jesus’ invitation to the young man an 

invitation of love and liberation?  

6. Sermon Reference: Earlier, I shared that my first impulse is often to turn to my cleverness. Cleverness 

tends to be my go-to strategy. Maybe that’s because I never really had that kind of money. Now, there 

is nothing inherently wrong with wealth. The Bible often speaks of wealth [Proverbs 3:9-10] as a 

blessing and reward. The problem with wealth, or cleverness, or hard work, or any other good thing, or 

even worry -- is that we can be tempted to trust in ourselves and put ourselves first, rather than trusting 

in God, and putting the Lord first...And though it felt cruel at the time to have my cleverness 

systematically fail me, I now see it as one of God’s severe mercies. Because my trust in my own 

cleverness was really a trust in my own control. And not only was cleverness failing me with my wife’s 

health, our daughter’s autism, and my brother’s life, I was wreaking destruction on my marriage and 

my children and ministry by trusting in my own control. I was trying to control them through my 
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cleverness, and when that didn’t work, more and more, through my anger. It was less about love and 

more about manipulation. 

a. Pastor John Shared about his own reliance on cleverness when he was feeling out of control. 

Consider what you might be holding onto for security that Jesus might be inviting you to let go 

of. 

b. When your attempts to create control fails, what emotions come out of you?  

c. How might those around you be experiencing your attempts at love though trying to keep all 

the plates spinning perfectly and trying to fix and control things? 

d. If you were to let go of that thing you mentioned above, what is the invitation or promise Jesus 

is offering you to take hold of? What might be a new practice or habit that would remind you of 

that promise?  

APPLICATION 

1. All of the suggestions below made by Pastor John are great to implement. Which stand out to you as a 

place to begin? Which might be a good habit to form to alleviate the pressure to control, fix, or look for 

security? 

ONE: “Start your day by engaging with God. For some of you, that might mean prayer. Or 

maybe a time of worship, or journaling. Let me suggest simply praying the Lord’s Prayer. 
Develop it as a habit until it becomes second nature, until it’s your first thought of the day and 

the words start coming out of your mouth even before your feet hit the floor. And pay special 

attention when you get to the part about your daily bread. Remember, you’re asking for God’s 

provision for today, so you have a daily dependance. Not so much that you become proud, and 

not so little that you’re tempted to lie, cheat, or steal. Enough strength for today, enough 

wisdom for today, enough energy for today.” 

 

TWO: “Second, as you go through your day, you’ll face challenges and problems. In those 

moments, Ask God to direct your thoughts and actions. If you’re like me, chances are you’re not 

suddenly going to suddenly hear the voice of God or experience direct divine inspiration, but 

trust that God’s Spirit is helping to direct you, simply because you asked. By turning first to God 

instead of immediately to your clevernes or authority, or skill, or personality, you’ll probably 

start to experience a sense of gratitude and purpose rather than pride.” 

 

Third: “When you need encouragement or refreshment, find a way to Take Delight in God. 

Maybe take a walk, or find a way to experience joy by bringing joy to someone else. Maybe go 

outside and throw a ball around. Or maybe enjoy that SAME food or drink or entertainment that 

you were going to enjoy, but do it mindfully, receiving it as a gift from God rather than 

something you manage and control on your own.” 

 

Fourth: “One of the best ways to remind yourself that you’re not in control is to rely on others 

for support. Find a few trusted people and make a commitment to one another to check in with 
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each other and ask, “How is God engaging with you, today? How are you learning to trust 

rather than take control?”  

 

CLOSING 

Summarize the key points of your discussion and encourage people to share one action step they could take 

during the next week based on what they have shared. Take time to pray together.  Write those down and 

start next week by checking in with how it went, or better yet, check in during the week. 

 

RESOURCES 

SERMON SCRIPTURE REFERENCE 
 
17 As Jesus started on his way, a man ran up to him and fell on his knees before him. “Good teacher,” he 

asked, “what must I do to inherit eternal life?” 

18 “Why do you call me good?” Jesus answered. “No one is good—except God alone. 19 You know the 

commandments: ‘You shall not murder, you shall not commit adultery, you shall not steal, you shall not give 

false testimony, you shall not defraud, honor your father and mother.’” 

20 “Teacher,” he declared, “all these I have kept since I was a boy.” 

21 Jesus looked at him and loved him. “One thing you lack,” he said. “Go, sell everything you have and give to 

the poor, and you will have treasure in heaven.Then come, follow me.” 

22 At this the man’s face fell. He went away sad, because he had great wealth. 

23 Jesus looked around and said to his disciples, “How hard it is for the rich to enter the kingdom of God!” 

24 The disciples were amazed at his words. But Jesus said again, “Children, how hard it is to enter the kingdom 

of God! 25 It is easier for a camel to go through the eye of a needle than for someone who is rich to enter the 

kingdom of God.” 

26 The disciples were even more amazed, and said to each other, “Who then can be saved?” 

27 Jesus looked at them and said, “With man this is impossible, but not with God; all things are possible with 

God.” 

28 Then Peter spoke up, “We have left everything to follow you!” 

29 “Truly I tell you,” Jesus replied, “no one who has left home or brothers or sisters or mother or father or 

children or fields for me and the gospel 30 will fail to receive a hundred times as much in this present age: 

homes, brothers, sisters, mothers, children and fields—along with persecutions—and in the age to come 

eternal life. 31 But many who are first will be last, and the last first.” 

 
 

SCRIPTURE STUDY: 5Cs 

If you are interested in studying the scripture more deeply, one method is to use the 5 Cs. Read through the 
passage and move through each C. The goal is not to move through them quickly, but to really consider each 
section. If you wanted to study the passage together, you, as the leader should take some time beforehand to 
complete the Cs and it can be helpful to have group members come prepared with the first 3 already 
considered. Then, as a group, you can briefly talk over some of the points and have a longer conversation 
about curiosites and conclusions. This study tool will be posted within all of the discussion questions. 
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● Context: What is the literary context of the passage? What comes before? After? Context within the 

whole book? Relation to main idea of section, book, testament, whole Bible? 

● Christ: How is Jesus revealed here? If in OT, prefiguration, typology, prophesy, implications for Christ's 

person and work? How is he needed, anticipated, fulfilled?  

● Crux: What is the main idea? Try and find a section of the text that states it and have reasons for why 

that is the main idea? How do the other points support it? 

● Curiosities: What is surprising about this text? Controversial? Mysterious? Shocking?  

● Conclusions: What are the implications for our lives? Application? How do we think, feel, and act in 

light of this text? 

 

READING THE BIBLE 

Pastor Dave has provided a few suggestions for Bible reading plans, daily devotionals, and Bible commentaries 
to help you understand God’s Word as you familiarize yourself with it. 
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